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INTRODUCTION

Nonseminomatous germ cell tumors (NSGCT) are rhe most frequent

malignancies in males aged 25 to 35 years.

NSGCT of the test is may contain six histological components: seminoma,

embryonal carcinoma, mature and immature teratoma, yolk sac tumor and

cho rioca rcinom a.

Different classification systems exist, based on different theories about

the histogenesis of these tumors, although it is now well agreed upon that

these tumors originate from transformed germ cel ls showing the carcinoma

in situ pattern (CIS).

The six histological components (mentioned above) have a dif ferent

biological behaviour, response to chemotherapy and prognosis.

In the past decade the prognosis of NSGCT patients has much improved,

which is mainly due to the development of effect ive combination chemo-

therapy. After chemotherapy metastases frequently consist of mature tera-

toma only, which is considered to be a benign remnant.

Another improvement in the cl inical management of NSGCT patients

has been the discovery of tumor markers, such as alphafetoprotein (AFP)

and human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG), which have shown to be very

useful in the detection of tumor recurrence after chemotherapy.

!7ith the use of immunohistochemical techniques i t  is possible to visual ize

the presence of tumor markers in tumor t issue sections. Correlat ing im-

munohistochemical staining of tumor markers in tumor t issue with serum

tumor marker levels has given much insight in the behaviour of serum

tumor marker concentrat ions before, during and after chemotherapy.

This thesis, writ ten from a pathologist 's point of view, deals with these

two topics in the pathology of NSGCT: tumor maturation due to chemo-

therapy and immunohistochemical analysis of tumor marker production by

the dif ferent histological components.

The aim of this thesis was:

a. to study the development of mature teratoma which is left  fol lowing

chemotherapy, comparing the histology of test icular NSGCT and retro-

peritoneal (RLN) metastases in untreated patients and in patients treat-

ed with dactinomycin and PVB.

b. to record differences in the macroscopical and microscopical appearance

of retroperitoneal mature teratoma, surgical ly removed 4 to 6 weeks as

opposed tr> 4 to 6 months after PVB chemotherapy.



to correlate the presence of AFP, HCG, SP- 1 and CEA in t issue secrions

of test icular NSGCT and RLN metasrases after chemotherapy with the

serum levels of these tumor markers.

to determine the value of AFP. HCG. SP- 1 and CEA as rumor marker for

advanced stage testicular NSCICT.

e. to analyse AFP, HCCI and CEA producrion in mature teratomatous ele-

ments in RI-N metastases after PVB chemotheraov.

In chapter 1 che pathology of germ cel l  tumors of the test is is reviewed. In

addit i t>n data on epidemiology, et iology, histology, histological classif icarion,

theories of histogenesis and cl inical behaviour of these tumors are discussed.

In chapters 2 and 3the histogenesis of ful lydif ferentiatedmatureteratoma

as only component in retroperitoneal lymph node metastases fol lowing

PVB chemotherapy and the apparent benign growth of this component rhar

may occur in the course of t ime was studied using patienrs rreated in the

University Hospital in Groningen.

In chapters 4, 5 and 6 the production of the tumor markers AFP, HCG,

SP-1 and CEA in NSGCT patients was analyzed, relat ing serum rumor

marker levels to the immunoperoxidase local izat ion of these substances in

the dif ferent histological components of NSGCT, both in tesricular rumors

and residual retroperitoneal tumors fol lowing PVB chemotherapy.


